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Acquisition reform efforts are getting serious. But are we missing the bigger issue?
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The Department of Veterans Affairs is an increasingly popular target for hackers and cyber criminals. Attempts to infiltrate VA networks or ship malware to VA employees and contractors via phishing email messages are growing exponentially, according to data released by the agency.

There were more than 350 million attempts to infiltrate VA networks in March 2015, up from 15 million in November 2014. VA blocked almost 1.2 billion pieces of malware in March, up from 300 million six months ago. CIO Steph Warren said the department risks being overwhelmed if attacks continue to grow at the current rate. VA has been releasing top-line numbers on cyber infiltration attempts in recent months, so there is a clearer picture of the threats facing VA than those facing other agencies. But Warren told reporters in April that “there is lots and lots of interest, and we are not the only ones seeing this kind of interest.”

“We hope there is some appreciation of the level of threat that is coming at these organizations,” he added.

VA uses the Einstein network protection system run by the Department of Homeland Security, and Warren from an IT staffer that includes an explanation of what could happen if a rogue program were permitted to infect the system.

VA’s defenses in combination with Einstein have blocked inbound intrusion attempts, but Warren stressed that the volume of attacks presented an urgent threat.

“Six months ago, I could not have projected that we would be seeing this volume, this intensity of attacks.”

— STEPH WARREN, VA

Six months ago, I could not have projected that we would be seeing this volume, this intensity of attacks.

— STEPH WARREN, VA

VA officials were “aggressively taking advantage” of new features being added to the Einstein toolkit.

He also said VAs tech employees are taking a harder line with colleagues who open phishing messages and click on attachments from unknown senders. Doing so typically gets the employee a chat on proper email precautions and cyber hygiene.

Meanwhile, VA officials are considering how they might move some of their data and operations to commercial cloud environments. Warren said Office of Information and Technology staff and representatives from across VA — including the general counsel and Office of Inspector General — are meeting to develop a cloud computing strategy. A previous plan to move VA email to an HP cloud was scuttled because VAs OIG objected to the records retention schedules contained in the cloud deal.

Warren said he hoped to develop a plan to move high- and medium-security apps and data to the cloud. “We’re not looking for a consensus solution,” he said. Instead, he wants to clear potential hurdles to moving to the cloud and address objections as they come up. Warren said he hoped to see a first draft of the cloud strategy within 30 days.

— Adam Mazmanian
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What comes next for FITARA implementation
While the hybrid cloud is becoming the preferred choice for organizations who want to move IT to the cloud, actually getting there could prove a headache. Outside of the technical requirements, moving to the cloud and staying compliant with government mandates and guidelines is apparently no easy thing.

In September 2014, the Council of the Inspectors General published its findings of an examination of 77 commercial cloud contracts that federal agencies issued as they transitioned to the cloud. All of them, the council said, lacked the detailed specification recommended in Federal cloud computing guidelines and best practices documentation.

“Additionally,” the report said, “59 cloud systems reviewed did not meet the requirements to become compliant with FedRAMP by June 5, 2014, even though the requirement was announced on Dec. 8, 2011.”

The report concluded, damningly, that none of the 19 participating agencies the council’s review examined had adequate controls in place to manage its cloud service providers and the data that reside within its cloud systems.

Earlier studies had come up with similar findings. In 2013, for example, The Ponemon Institute conducted a survey of more than 4,000 organizations in seven countries and found that just over half of the respondents said they didn’t know exactly what their cloud provider does to protect their data, and only 30 percent said they did. At the same time, respondents still expressed a “marked increase in confidence” about the ability of cloud providers to protect sensitive and confidential data.

FedRAMP (Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program) and FISMA (Federal Information Security Management Act) are the two directives most closely related to cloud adoption by government agencies. OMB set the 2014 deadline for vendor compliance with FedRAMP, which describes a standardized approach to security assessment, authorization, and continuous monitoring for cloud products and services. FISMA compliance, which requires agencies to develop, document and implement information security measures for such things as cloud services, is tested every year.

There are some systemic barriers that stand in the way of cloud initiatives coming into compliance. Even though the OMB has mandated that all cloud systems used by government agencies comply with FedRAMP, for example, the FedRAMP program management office has no authority to enforce compliance at the agency level.

In order to spur better compliance, the Council of Inspectors General has recommended that the OMB:

• Establish standardized contract clauses that agencies must use when adopting cloud computing technologies;
• Determine how best to enforce FedRAMP compliance; and
• Establish a process and reporting mechanism to ensure Federal agencies require cloud providers to meet the FedRAMP authorization requirements in a timely manner.

This is where managed cloud services can provide the greatest value for agency users, said David Weisbrot, federal cloud business manager at QTS, some of whom may not have the technical resources or expertise to meet the very specific compliance requirements. They can be used to continually watch an intrusion detection system, for example, or collect and archive security logs, all things required to meet FISMA Moderate needs.
Federal Solutions on a Mega Scale.

FedRAMP Compliant. 24x7x365 Secure.

FedRAMP Whether it’s building infrastructure, consolidating data or moving apps to a virtualized platform, QTS delivers what agencies want most: FedRAMP compliance and best-in-class physical and logical security. That’s a mega data center that agencies can trust.
WHAT: A National Institute of Standards and Technology “sources sought” notice seeks information on vendors that can help the agency test a proven risk-scoring methodology that would lead to a long-term, real-time continuous monitoring program.

WHY: NIST is looking for a plan, software and technical services for a year-long pilot for five categories of users at the agency: authorizing officials, information system owners, information system security officers, operating unit security officers and security control assessors.

Officials are encouraging large, small and foreign companies to provide information about their abilities.

The notice states that interested companies should have experience with e-governance, risk and compliance tools, preferably RSA Archer, which is the approved vendor solution for the Department of Homeland Security’s Continuous Diagnostics and Mitigation program.

Companies should also have deep knowledge of NIST’s Risk Management Framework and its Cybersecurity Framework. Furthermore, proposed solutions must include security control descriptions, assessment results, risk scoring and drill-down reporting capability.

After the results of the pilot project are analyzed, NIST might conduct a competitive procurement and award a purchase order for a system.

FULL LISTING: is.gd/FCW_DARPA_BRASS

NIST plays matchmaker on identity verification

A senior official at the National Institute of Standards and Technology said one of his agency’s ongoing projects is to foster a private marketplace for best practices in identity verification.

Security isn’t the only issue at stake, said Michael Garcia, deputy director of the National Strategy for Trusted Identities in Cyberspace (NSTIC). Liability, interoperability and privacy are all factors, and progress is needed in each area “to actually get to a functional, sustainable marketplace,” he said.

The theft of online credentials and the hassle of managing passwords are burdens on consumers. Forty-six percent abandon a website rather than try to reset a password or answer a security question, said Paul Grassi, NSTIC’s senior standards and technology adviser, citing data from Verizon Enterprise Solutions.

Passwords are a “perfect combination of a really bad user experience as well as being terrible at security,” Garcia said.

There is broad interest in improving that user experience, not least from businesses wanting to offer more services online and federal officials concerned about security.

To harness that interest, NIST has funded the creation of the Identity Ecosystem Steering Group, which includes stakeholders that range from Citigroup to the Electronic Frontier Foundation.

By summer’s end, the group will issue a preliminary framework of business rules and interoperability standards for identity verification, Garcia said. The next version of the framework will get more specific, with provisions on accountability mechanisms, risk models and liability arrangements, he added.

“If nothing else, if we do this right, it removes this bilateral need for rooms full of lawyers to get together and spend months trying to figure out whether or not they can work together,” Garcia said.

— Sean Lyngaas

INK TANK
Al Tarasiuk retired as CIO of the intelligence community on April 28 after more than four years at the helm.

Director of National Intelligence James Clapper credited Tarasiuk with advancing the IC Information Technology Enterprise, an ongoing quest for a single, standards-based IT architecture across intelligence agencies.

President Barack Obama has nominated Vice Adm. Peter Neffenger to be the next head of the Transportation Security Administration. Neffenger has served as vice commandant of the Coast Guard since May 2014.

Jimaye Sones, the Defense Information Systems Agency’s former comptroller, has accused the agency of demoting him after he reported accounting practices he believed were potentially illegal.

“I went from comptroller to currently I’m sitting in an 8-by-10 office…and I’ve been told by [DISA Director Lt. Gen. Ronnie Hawkins] I’m not to communicate, for any business reasons, with the agency while I’m under this so-called detail,” Sones told FCW in an exclusive interview.

He said that, starting in the fall of 2012, he began warning DISA’s leadership that the agency risked violating the Anti-Deficiency Act, which bars federal employees from spending unappropriated funds. When he reported the issue to the Defense Department CIO’s office, Sones said he was reassigned to lower positions within DISA.

According to Sones’ legal team, the DOD inspector general is investigating the alleged financial improprieties, and the U.S. Office of Special Counsel is investigating the claims of retaliation.

Martha Dorris has a new job at the General Services Administration. The longtime GSA leader, who most recently directed the Office of Innovative Technologies, has become director of the Office of Strategic Programs at the Federal Acquisition Service.

Dorris replaces Maynard Crum, who had served as acting director and is shifting to a different role at GSA.

FCW Insider: People on the move

Is IT acquisition fixable?

Acquisition reform is in the air.

That’s almost certainly a good thing. What’s less encouraging, however, is the sense that virtually everyone involved has a different idea of what that reform should look like.

Is better training the answer as services and complex procurements become the norm?

Do agency acquisition officers need to be more accountable to the programs that will ultimately use the IT, or are they too close to the programs already?

What about the acquisition vehicles themselves? Can new structures and approaches improve the buying process, or would a narrowing of the often-overlapping options better serve agencies and their industry partners?

And could it be that those sorts of questions miss the forest for the trees? After all, there has been plenty of talk in the past year that we don’t need fixes but a wholesale reimagining of what we expect from government acquisition.

I don’t pretend to have the answers, but this issue of FCW aims to better explore the questions. In the pages that follow, we look at a few of the efforts that are driving the acquisition discussion — at the Defense Department, the General Services Administration, the Office of Management and Budget and elsewhere.

There’s also an important reminder that this conversation is not exactly new: IT acquisition has been a friction point for as long as there has been IT to acquire. Since all previous reform efforts have fallen short to at least some degree, it’s worth asking what can be done to make this go-round different.

On FCW.com, meanwhile, there’s plenty more to read and discuss:

GSA’s hallways, the Office of Federal Procurement Policy’s Acquisition 360 initiative, the Department of Health and Human Services’ Buyers Club, new versions of SEWP and NetCents, contests and other tools to help woo new firms over the procurement hurdles, and whether the U.S. Digital Service is about sharing expertise or insourcing. It’s a rare day that this conversation doesn’t advance online.

So add your voice to the discussion. Comment online, reach out to @FCWnow via Twitter or email me directly — and tell us what you think acquisition really needs.

— Troy K. Schneider

tschneider@fcw.com
@troyschneider
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CRITICAL READ

WHAT: "Washington Must Work Harder to Spur the Public's Interest in Digital Government," a report from Forrester Research.

WHY: In a survey of more than 4,000 Americans, roughly one-third said they use the mail, the phone or in-person meetings to interact with the government and more than 40 percent use government websites. Beyond that, digital service use was "paltry." Although most respondents said the federal government should offer more digital services, many don't trust the government with personal information or don't see the value of many digital services. Even tech-obsessed millennials prefer to interact with the government through old-fashioned means.

Quality, not quantity, should guide future digital expansion, the report advises. Kill the unwanted social media accounts, improve the functionality of existing digital services and build a "true federal Web portal" — something more than half of Americans say they want.

VERBATIM: "Just 30 percent of online adults with a cell phone or tablet are interested in federal mobile apps that tailor safety alerts and other government information to the user's location, and only about 40 percent of online customers are interested in either a digital Social Security card or a single-sign-on credential for federal websites."

FULL REPORT: is.gd/FCW_Forrester

GSA widens telecom collaboration efforts

The General Services Administration has stepped up efforts to encourage the industry to work more closely on its massive next-generation telecommunications contract.

After issuing the EIS draft request for proposals in February, the agency's mid-April comment deadline saw almost 1,600 comments and questions from industry and federal agencies concerning its RFP.

"GSA is committed to make sure the RFP we release this summer is complete and addresses needs of government and industry," Amando Gavino Jr., director of GSA's Office of Network Services Programs, told FCW. "If that means we release the RFP later than July to take more time to analyze input and enhance the document, we will."
Cloud spending is big business for agencies. IDC recently reported that federal spending on cloud technology will top $9 billion by 2017. But if agencies don’t plan carefully and use the right technologies, providers, and integration strategies they may be throwing away money and causing more work than benefit, especially when it comes to the hybrid cloud. There are strategies that agencies and organizations can use to find better success with their cloud implementations. Here are five questions that every agency IT person should ask during a journey to the hybrid cloud:

1. WILL MY HYBRID CLOUD IMPLEMENTATION SCALE AS OUR AGENCY’S NEEDS GROW?
Scalability is one of the main benefits that cloud providers tout, promising that agencies can burst up and down as needs wax and wane. However, just because a provider says they can scale with your agency’s needs, doesn’t mean they actually will, explains Jeff Kaplan, managing director of THINKstrategies Inc., a firm that specializes in cloud services. “The best way for someone to evaluate [scalability] is for them to ask a potential provider if they are already supporting organization of a comparable size,” he says. “It’s easy to say, ‘Yes, we will scale,’ but they should be able to prove it.”

Kaplan suggests that organizations take their current implementation, project how quickly they will grow, and ask the provider for references and proof that they are already working with another organization of that same size growing at the same rate.

2. HOW RELIABLE IS OUR HYBRID CLOUD?
An agency’s reliability of its on-premise resources are a given, says Steve Duplessie, founder and senior analyst at Enterprise Strategy Group. What’s more important is whether or not the cloud provider has a good track record as well as procedures and processes in place to not only keep resources up but notify you in the event of service issues. How will they inform you of status and issues? “Then it’s all about availability and protection (backup and DR),” he says.

3. IS OUR HYBRID CLOUD AS SECURE AS IT CAN BE?
Indeed, data security has always been the biggest concern for IT. However, with hybrid cloud agencies must worry about data not only while it is at rest but also while it is in flight. To understand how safe your data will be, Duplessie says you’ll need to make sure the organization is using strong encryption technology such as FIPS 140-2 certified encryption so that data is never exposed to risk.

4. HOW EASY IS IT TO MOVE BETWEEN CLOUDS?
Since agency technology needs evolve over time the cloud provider you use today may not be the same one you will use tomorrow. Every agency must make sure that they can simply and quickly take all of their data from one provider to another— and without added cost, say experts. “What happens if you end up hating your provider?” Duplessie asks. Every cloud provider should offer portability, and give your agency a step-by-step process to make that happen.

5. HOW MUCH VISIBILITY AND CONTROL WILL WE HAVE?
The cloud at its core should make things simpler but it’s been laid on top of old world technology, says Kaplan, so agencies need management control over not only on-premise but also cloud resources. A good provider will have plenty of tools to this end.

Kaplan suggests asking providers what kind of management control and administrative power you will have over your hybrid cloud environment.

THE CLOUD AT ITS CORE SHOULD MAKE THINGS SIMPLER BUT IT’S BEEN LAIED ON TOP OF OLD WORLD TECHNOLOGY.
Backup and Recovery in a Hybrid World

The City of Mount Dora, Fla. recently faced a problem. The city’s nine departments had outgrown a legacy data backup and recovery system. The organization found a solution in a cloud-based system that not only automated processes, but ensured that—in the event of an outage—city workers would be able to continue to function and no data would be lost.

This story speaks to several characteristics of traditional backup and recovery: It can be very cumbersome and once you’ve filled a disk or tape, there’s nowhere else to grow. In addition, either technology can be a lot to manage and restore. In recent years data growth as well as capacities have increased tremendously, making the challenge of backup even more difficult.

The time-to-recovery for a large tape drive can be days or even weeks. However, with the advent of the cloud, backup and recovery may become easier for some organizations, and cheaper, too, as the burden of buying, maintaining and supporting traditional media is lessened. Agencies can keep the most important and sensitive data on site and send older or less crucial data into the cloud for short and long term storage. As with traditional storage, though, the old adage remains: You can’t set it and forget it. You need to understand not only what you’re storing but how your cloud provider is handling that data.

“Even in the cloud things can disappear so you need to know exactly how backup and recovery works—both on-premise and in the cloud,” explains Jeff Kaplan, managing director of THINKstrategies Inc., a firm that specializes in cloud services. He says that agency IT people need to ask some questions before they transition a single megabyte into the cloud. For instance, what safeguards are in place to ensure your data is safe during transport as well as when it resides on the cloud provider’s servers? In addition, will your provider be able to scale appropriately? With traditional infrastructure, especially in the government space, it can be hard to figure out how much space you’ll end up needing.

Also important, he says, is asking how easily what you’re already doing can be aligned and integrated with a cloud backup solution. Most organizations will continue to use their current backup technology, and when the two can work together recovery becomes not only easier, but more efficient. Some agencies may want to add a third option in the form of an appliance that can use technologies like deduplication and compression to reduce the cost of cloud storage and data transport. When you’re sending less data to the cloud or more compact data, the agency will see cost savings in the form of less data sitting in the cloud.

In addition, agencies that want to get out of the business of handling backup and recovery may want to see if their provider offers managed services that typically include software, restores, bandwidth and other forms of support.

Finally, agencies should decide if cloud backup and recovery is really right for them. While it makes sense for most, it may not make sense for every organization, says Kaplan. “The cloud should be a tool to either economize on the physical process or further automate it,” he explains. “There’s got to be an ROI you can point to before you make a change.”
In the early days of cloud computing, agencies feared the cloud. At the time, there were good reasons. Cloud security was not a given, and the skillset needed to handle such technology simply wasn’t there. Today, however, as agencies and organizations adopt cloud strategies, it is becoming clear that so much—from compute to applications to backup and recovery—is not only possible in the cloud but in many cases preferable, especially as regulation and technology catches up to needs.

Last year in particular was a good year for cloud. As of June 2014, agencies can only use cloud services that have been certified under FedRAMP so that any cloud service they choose has been certified to meet all security measures put forth in the Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA). This is a boon for IT, says Jack Nichols, the Federal Cloud Client Executive for CDW-G. “In addition, the DISA SRG or Security Requirements Guide for cloud services was released in the middle of January so now agencies have a definitive guide for cloud services.”

This means agencies can use cloud for any number of applications and services with the confidence that no matter what they choose it will meet the agency’s business and technology needs. Still, with so many options, figuring out which technology and where it lives—in the public, private or hybrid cloud—isn’t always easy.

That’s where CDW-G comes in, says Nichols. The company can help agencies figure out the way forward. “We help them try to determine what in their IT services catalog can or should be best delivered from a cloud provider, whether it’s public or private. Then we help them determine what’s the best cloud,” he explains. “If it is best suited for cloud as the IT delivery mechanism, then which is the best method or which is the best cloud provider? Is it public or private? If it’s public, then which is the best public cloud provider?”

CDW-G has relationships with practically every IT manufacturer so the organization can help agencies scope their requirements and then custom configure and create the products and services that are needed. “We can also bring the capability to audit those and audit them in accordance with either the DISA security requirements guide or the FedRAMP baseline,” he says.

For some customers, backup and recovery will be an important addition to their cloud strategy. One option, says Nichols, is software, systems and service company NetApp’s SteelStore appliance. SteelStore, a backup and archive solution, sends data to the cloud, boosting recovery time, cutting costs and reducing risks. The solution, which offers end-to-end security at rest and at flight using FIPS 140-2 certified encryption, uses inline deduplication and compression, reducing storage costs by up to 90 percent. The SteelStore option also gives agencies more options since the appliance integrates with more than 90 percent of all cloud providers, says Nichols. “NetApp is also famous for ease-of-use,” he says.

In the end, says Nichols, working with CDW-G is a matter of comfort and abilities. “Working with cloud services in general can still be uneasy for folks,” he says. “The challenges are not just technology-driven but culturally-driven. It takes patience and understanding on both sides. At the end of the day, CDW-G makes the process easier, more efficient and cost-effective.”
Ground rules for improving federal cybersecurity

Big-data analytics are gaining attention in the cyber world, and there is widespread recognition that government agencies must retreat from the current cut-and-paste approach to collecting threat information. Instead, there is real value in automating critical continuous monitoring and focusing more attention on critical analyses.

That shift has given rise to the application of predictive and behavioral analytics to all enterprise and external data in an effort to better evaluate threat potential, thereby increasing the likelihood of detecting attacks before they occur and gathering useful threat and vulnerability intelligence.

However, for many organizations, it is a daunting if not impossible task to prevent all intrusions from occurring. In fact, most testing shows it might be safe to assume a breach has already occurred without any near-real-time detection. Today, data security — at rest, in transit, in use — takes precedence over a systems mentality. Data sharing, created by distributed computing environments and accelerated by the continuing explosion of end-user devices and capabilities introduced by the Internet of Things, has created a very challenging cyber environment.

As a result, organizations must address some basics that form the foundation of future cyber protection success:

1. With the push toward enterprise solutions, data governance needs critical attention. Without it, cybersecurity is handicapped at the outset. At a minimum, agencies must categorize data into master, shared and single use bins. That is essential for building basic business and workflow processes that control proper access, usage, protection and accountability. Business process rules can help identify critical assets and whether those assets are being used in ways that could create damaging vulnerabilities.

2. We must focus on data and security architecture and engineering designs that make it difficult to get access to key assets and limit damage when cyber breaches are successful. As noted, protecting data can be complicated by moving apps to the end user and operating in an Internet of Things world. Data segmentation practices are paramount in a world in which vulnerabilities are a fact of life. Agencies must address a fundamental question: When an attacker gets inside a perimeter, what will that entry allow them to do?

3. Given the unprecedented rise in advanced persistent threats by internal and external actors, agencies should incorporate a “current compromise” assessment approach into core security measures. A good way to think about this is akin to using a hunt versus peck approach to vulnerability scanning and penetration testing. Compromise assessments use egress pattern matching and other techniques that can further isolate and identify the source of a compromise. In essence, you assess entry from an attacker’s perspective and use the same likely attack vectors.

Often a reverse, “inside-out” approach is deployed. Administrators say: “Here are my critical assets; let’s try to discover all the ways an outsider could get to them and then plug the dike.” However, it is more useful to search for business-critical assets and data that adversaries would seek during an actual breach. That method is stealthier than standard penetration testing.

Tools are available that evade and bypass normal system security protections. By emphasizing significant business and operational impacts, the approach is useful for drawing executive management’s attention to prioritized security solutions. And it is a bell-ringer for those who doubt whether security vulnerabilities really exist and put their operations at risk.

Keeping a focus on these fundamentals in cybersecurity programs can help strengthen an agency’s overall security program and posture.
DOD needs a change in acquisition culture

The Pentagon needs a modern, agile acquisition process that can get technology into the field faster — and industry should take the lead.

The basic military rifle, the M16, and its derivatives — including the M4 carbine that today’s infantry troops use — date back to 1963 and the jungles of Vietnam. Development began in 1949.

USS Nimitz, the Navy’s first-of-its-class carrier, was commissioned in 1975. The next carrier, the Gerald R. Ford, will join the fleet in 2016 after construction began in 2005. The F-15E, the Air Force’s workhorse in Iraq and Afghanistan, goes back to 1984. The development contract for the F-35 was signed in 1996, and the first scheduled deployment will be in 2018.

My point is this: An acquisition process designed for large and unique weapon systems is becoming harder and harder to apply to technologies in the Information Age. The challenges that the Pentagon and Congress face with defense IT acquisition will continue to grow if the system for buying airplanes, ships and rifles is applied.

There is a need for a cultural shift in government procurement and in the defense industry that can allow an informed series of vendors to anticipate needs and shorten the acquisition cycle so the Defense Department doesn’t buy mobile and Web applications the way it builds ships and airplanes.

The current acquisition process — see a problem, craft what the required solution looks like, compete the solution, buy the solution, build the solution — is so cumbersome that it has reversed development from government stimulation to business fomentation. Where once DOD’s need drove IT development, which then spun off to commercial use, now we in the software industry build our products as commercial technology.

An acquisition process designed for large and unique weapon systems is becoming harder and harder to apply to technologies in the Information Age.

It’s the reason research and development money from Amazon, Samsung, Google and others in the IT world dwarfs that of U.S. defense, and it’s the reason commercial capability drives solutions for government need. Is it any wonder that, when the CIA went shopping for cloud computing capability for the intelligence community, it turned to Amazon with a $600 million, 10-year contract?

We in industry want to align ourselves with a new, modern, agile acquisition process to build things at our own expense so that when government sees technology it can use, it can buy that technology quickly and get it to the field, where it can save lives.

That approach allows smaller companies with specialized IT capabilities to solve DOD problems now. Warfighters see capabilities that are available commercially and wonder why those capabilities are not adapted to military use in the field, where they can bridge existing capability gaps.

The need for a culture change in defense acquisition was addressed at length in the National Defense Industrial Association’s “Pathway to Transformation” report. “NDIA does not believe there is a ‘one size fits all’ approach that will uniformly deliver the best acquisition outcomes,” the report states. “Different kinds of acquisition programs require different kinds of tools, authorities and oversight to ensure integrity in the process.”

The report also said: “Culture eats strategy for lunch.”

That’s only one of the reasons to applaud the confirmation of Ashton Carter as secretary of Defense.

Carter led a march toward acquisition reform as undersecretary of Defense for acquisition, technology and logistics in 2010, and his successor in that post, Frank Kendall, has continued that march with his legislative proposals to streamline the complex acquisition process.

It’s a blueprint for a culture change, one that both DOD and the defense industry can get behind to reward vision, accountability and reason.
DOD and Silicon Valley: A marriage made in hell?
The differences are irreconcilable, but government should still be looking for at least a few flings

With both Defense Secretary Ash Carter and Homeland Security Secretary Jeh Johnson visiting Silicon Valley in April, there has been a fair bit of attention paid to the national security world’s attempts to better tap the innovative energy of U.S. high-tech companies.

Yet there are so many challenges to making such a relationship a reality that any sober-minded person might conclude it is a non-starter and shouldn’t even be tried.

Silicon Valley is mostly indifferent to government. And to the extent that people might care, most people there are more privacy-oriented and more likely to sympathize with Edward Snowden than with the National Security Agency.

And, of course, salaries in Silicon Valley dwarf those in Washington, and the work environment is much more casual.

So first a case must be made that the government — and the Defense Department in particular — needs Silicon Valley. My good friend Alan Balutis, a longtime fed now working for Cisco, wrote recently that “the reality is that if you open up the way you run the procurements, any of the big systems integrators or service providers or medium-sized firms [along] the Beltway would be every bit as innovative and cutting edge and agile as any other firm elsewhere in the world.”

If that’s true, then the push to engage Silicon Valley isn’t worth it because the probability of failure is too great and the benefits are overstated.

But I don’t think Alan is right in this case. Although there are many innovative individuals at the big federal contractors, the relative lack of innovation from those companies involves a history longer and deeper than just the procurement system.

The federal contractor world, at a minimum, needs to be shaken up by competition from those outside it.

It involves the whole government environment, which does not often value risk-taking, and the selective recruitment over time of people into contractor jobs that grow out of that environment.

Silicon Valley’s record of innovation is so superior to that of government contractors that it’s not going to be possible to overcome that gap in the short or perhaps even the medium term.

The federal contractor world, at a minimum, needs to be shaken up by competition from those outside it.

Yet if a marriage between the government and Silicon Valley is unlikely, is there any chance for at least a few dates? I think there might be.

First, procurement contests to solve government tech problems are a way to both avoid the dysfunctions of federal procurement and attract new players from the private and public sectors. Prizes could be a source of startup capital for young entrepreneurs, who might even use the ideas they develop to start a business.

Second, the millennial generation is notable for its lack of cynicism and positive view toward helping others. Little of that, sadly, now gets expressed in the form of a desire for public service in government. But when Johnson asked Valleyites to “consider a tour of service to your country,” he was on the right track. Government service will not appeal to all of them by any means, but it could resonate with some.

After all, it is amazing how many Valley types the administration has talked into doing a stint in government service lately. There ought to be a concerted effort to involve the Silicon Valley crowd currently in Washington in a discussion of how best to craft an appeal to attract at least a subculture of public service-oriented techies.

Such recruits might serve the government as contractors only sporadically or work inside government only temporarily, but that’s much better than their being on the outside altogether. ■
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Rethinking acquisition

Everywhere one looks, it seems, there’s an effort underway to reinvent IT acquisition — from the federal workforce to procurement policies to the fundamental strategic thinking.

In this special report, FCW explores three case studies in particular — and offers an important reminder that the government has been through this exercise before.
For nearly three decades, the General Services Administration has managed a series of overarching contracts for telephone services and other agency communications needs. Just what was covered by those contracts depended on clear definitions of what constitutes telecommunications services.

This time around, however, things aren’t nearly as clear-cut — and GSA is approaching the acquisition differently to address the tectonic shift in telecom services.

Potential bidders on the next version of the agency’s telecom contract — the $50 billion, 15-year Enterprise Infrastructure Solutions contract that anchors GSA’s Network Services 2020 strategy — are watching hopefully as the agency’s ideas take shape. There are some parallels to past efforts, but some key differences as well.

GSA officials have said they expect EIS to draw more — and more diverse — potential contractors than the five telecom carriers that currently provide services through the Networx vehicle. They said they expect to attract those nontraditional companies in part because of the new contract’s longer life and the fact that it requires fewer mandatory services.

There has been some speculation that Google or other Silicon Valley-oriented technology and communications companies might be interested as prime contractors. Multiple sources told FCW, however, that those kinds of firms would more likely partner with companies that control traditional telecom infrastructure, which the contract allows.

A broader scope

For EIS, GSA is working with industry stakeholders to craft a more flexible and comprehensive way to address advancing telecom services. NS2020 is intended to be the federal government’s strategic sourcing center for network-based and network-enabled services. It will not be one big contract, however, but rather a series of vehicles that cover regions in the U.S. and provide a wider variety of services.

GSA released its much-anticipated request for information for EIS in April 2014 and a draft RFP this past March. Officials scheduled a series of meetings from April to June aimed at soliciting industry feedback. The agency is aiming for a July release of a formal request for proposals, but officials have said they could stretch the final deadline if needed.

Mary Davie, GSA’s assistant commissioner for the Office of Integrated Technology Services, which oversees the Networx and EIS programs, has said her agency hopes EIS will serve at least 30 percent of the $6 billion annual federal communications market.

She said the aim for NS2020 is to evolve GSA’s contracting capabilities as commercial and federal telecom markets move beyond hardware-based networks, owned legacy infrastructure, and even cloud computing and mobile services toward more open and innovative services and technologies. EIS will have
Rethinking acquisition

a broad scope, including a wide range of commonly procured communications products and services, so that agencies will no longer have to split their enterprise requirements across multiple procurements, she added.

The draft RFP for EIS outlines (over the course of a few hundred pages) the government’s wish list for the following:

- Data services
- Voice services
- Contact center services
- Colocated data center services
- Cloud services
- Wireless services
- Commercial satellite communications services
- Managed services, including audio and video teleconferencing

When the massive draft RFP was issued, there were some industry concerns about how NS2020 was taking shape, but carriers see promise in GSA’s approach to opening up collaboration and allowing room for evolution.

Learning from past mistakes

Lisa Bruch, CenturyLink Government’s vice president of federal sales and marketing, said GSA has proven that it can handle shifting technological and market changes.

In the late 1990s, GSA navigated a dramatically changing telecom market in which long-distance and local telephone companies and services were blending into one another and the shift toward IP-based services began. With Networx predecessor FTS2001, Bruch said, the agency gave itself and bidders room to evolve and unfold new capabilities spurred by the Telecommunications Act of 1996.

Networx, which launched in 2007, further redefined telecom acquisition.

Now with telecom services becoming commoditized and integrated into a whole range of IT systems and capabilities, GSA again is facing a tricky market and technology crossroads, Bruch said. The business principles GSA is pursuing under NS2020, such as acquiring current-generation services for fixed and wireless and lowering costs using commercial services, have not changed, she added.

“What’s shifted is the state of the industry,” she said.

“I don’t know of any other industry where change is happening at such a rapid pace,” said Mike Leff, AT&T Government Solutions’ vice president for civilian government business. “Our customers continue to change how they are buying services and solutions, moving more toward a consumption-based model. We are also seeing a shift away from point solutions to end-to-end solutions that can scale. NS2020 and contracts like EIS are well aligned to where industry is headed.”

Furthermore, “NS2020 will not only provide the foundational infrastructure and services to include managed networks, Ethernet, virtual private networks and regional telecommunications,” but the new contracts “will have the flexibility to address several big megatrends around strategic services, including the convergence of IT and telecommunications, network, mobility, cloud and the Internet of Things.”

EIS also represents an opportunity to learn from Networx’s mistakes. Although that vehicle, which expires in 2017, tried to tackle the increasingly unstable nature of what telecom services have become, Bruch said Networx was too detailed in what it offered. With EIS, GSA is taking a looser approach and defining services and technology in less detail — and hopefully, she added, not trying to manage technology development too aggressively.

Leff and Bruch agreed that EIS and NS2020 demonstrate that GSA is moving proactively and collaboratively to address rapidly evolving federal telecom needs. However, Bruch said one of her biggest worries about EIS is that the agency will become too focused on the trees and not see the forest by being too specific in defining everything it wants.

“You don’t go to the hardware store when you’re buying a house and try to design the kinds of the bolts you will use on the second floor,” she said.

The urgency behind DOD’s reform efforts

Better Buying Power 3.0 has a geostrategic urgency and emphasis on cybersecurity that were missing from previous iterations

BY SEAN LYNGAAS

A chorus of Pentagon officials, from Secretary Ashton Carter on down, has lamented that DOD risks losing its technological edge to potential adversaries such as Russia and China. That existential crisis is exacerbated by the new era

Changing the way the Defense Department buys weapons and IT has been a decades-long project, but the latest effort contains a strain of desperation.
Frank Kendall, undersecretary of Defense for acquisition, technology and logistics, has embarked on a third iteration of acquisition “improvement” through a program called Better Buying Power.

of relatively tight and uncertain defense spending triggered by the Budget Control Act of 2011.

Frank Kendall, undersecretary of Defense for acquisition, technology and logistics, is an engineer by training. He has been chipping away at the acquisition bureaucracy gradually. He has told reporters that the phrase “acquisition reform” bothers him because it implies an overhaul of the system rather than the incremental improvements he has been making.

And so the Pentagon’s top acquisition official has embarked on a third iteration of acquisition “improvement” (henceforth called “reform” in this article, perhaps to Kendall’s chagrin) through a program called Better Buying Power.

BBP 1.0, released in 2010, focused on improving business practices, while 2.0, which came in 2012, emphasized better decision-making. But 3.0 has a geostrategic urgency that was absent in previous versions.

A white paper on BBP 3.0 released by Kendall’s office notes a “remarkable leveling of the state of technology in the world, where commercial technologies with military applications such as advanced computing technologies, microelectronics, sophisticated sensors and many advanced materials are now widely available.” Protecting proprietary information has grown more difficult, “a fact that potential adversaries are doing their best to exploit,” the paper states.

The implication is that the fate of the United States as a world power is intertwined with the BBP odyssey.

Unlike its predecessors, the new guidance is preoccupied with cybersecurity. It calls for Defense Department CIO Terry Halvorsen and other top Pentagon officials to add a new section to DOD’s acquisition manual detailing program managers’ responsibilities for cybersecurity.

BBP 3.0 is taking effect as Carter, who previously had Kendall’s job, settles in at the Pentagon’s helm. Acquisition reform advocates hope Carter’s technocratic touch will make now the time for meaningful change after years of half-measures.

Yin and yang

Rep. Mac Thornberry (R-Texas), chairman of the House Armed Services Committee, has expressed similar optimism and has said it is partly because his Senate counterpart, Sen. John McCain (R-Ariz.), supports his reform agenda. Thornberry has made defense acquisition reform a legislative priority and has worked closely with Kendall.

Thornberry added that he hopes the stars are aligned this time around. “We can’t waste this opportunity,” he said in announcing acquisition legislation in March.

Kendall and Thornberry are the yin and the yang of meaningful acquisition reform. If the Pentagon’s acquisition machine is to become more attuned to the Digital Age, both men will have to drive change.

Thornberry’s bill, on which Kendall’s office gave input, would remove obstacles to top military officials working on acquisition issues and require private-sector acquisition training for DOD personnel. It would also require DOD acquisition programs to come with written strategies that identify appropriate contract types and risk-mitigation tools.

Kendall largely welcomed the legislation but with at least two big caveats. He said he was wary of the over-involvement of service chiefs in the acquisition process. He was also skeptical of the bill’s “dual-track” career path for military officers involving both combat and acquisition experience.

Those are significant but perhaps surmountable differences in Kendall’s and Thornberry’s approaches to the issue.

Avoiding ‘Groundhog Day’

There is a certain cynicism among longtime observers about the ability of anyone to tame the defense acquisition bureaucracy. As Tom Sisti, a senior director and chief legislative counsel at SAP America and a former adviser on acquisition in the Senate, put it last year, “We seem to be in a kind of procurement ‘Groundhog Day’ where we recycle through a lot of the same recommendations.”

An inexpert government workforce and inadequate use of commercial technologies that were conceived outside
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There are new rules of the road for federal agency IT acquisitions, and the bottom line appears to be that the CIO job is about to get a lot more powerful and potentially a lot more interesting.

On April 30, the Office of Management and Budget released proposed guidance for implementing the Federal IT Acquisition Reform Act, which was signed into law in December 2014. As interpreted by OMB, the law not only strengthens the authority of agency-level CIOs over their agency and component CIO colleagues, but it gives them a role in determining how agencies will deploy IT to run government programs.

CIOs are directed to be involved in the pre-budget submission stage for IT for specific federal programs and agency enterprise IT. CIOs are also tasked with reviewing and approving the IT portion of agency budget submissions. And they are authorized to define how their agencies’ IT capital planning and project management are performed and to define metrics for reporting their progress.

Agencies must submit plans to OMB for how all that work will be accomplished according to a “common baseline.” Each agency will have a chance to fine-tune OMB’s interpretation of FITARA to give CIOs greater or lesser participation in planning and decision-making.

OMB also sought to allay fears that gridlock could result from having all IT roads lead to the CIO’s office.

“The proposal represents an important milestone in transforming FITARA from the letter of the law on paper to the reality in practice across the federal government.”

REP. GERRY CONNOLLY (D-VA.)

Acquisition after FITARA

OMB’s implementation guidance gives agency CIOs new power — and increased accountability

BY ADAM MAZMANIAN

There are new rules of the road for federal agency IT acquisitions, and the bottom line appears to be that the CIO job is about to get a lot more powerful and potentially a lot more interesting.

On April 30, the Office of Management and Budget released proposed guidance for implementing the Federal IT Acquisition Reform Act, which was signed into law in December 2014.

As interpreted by OMB, the law not only strengthens the authority of agency-level CIOs over their agency and component CIO colleagues, but it gives them a role in determining how agencies will deploy IT to run government programs.

CIOs are directed to be involved in the pre-budget submission stage for IT for specific federal programs and agency enterprise IT. CIOs are also tasked with reviewing and approving the IT portion of agency budget submissions. And they are authorized to define how their agencies’ IT capital planning and project management are performed and to define metrics for reporting their progress.

Agencies must submit plans to OMB for how all that work will be accomplished according to a “common baseline.” Each agency will have a chance to fine-tune OMB’s interpretation of FITARA to give CIOs greater or lesser participation in planning and decision-making.

OMB also sought to allay fears that gridlock could result from having all IT roads lead to the CIO’s office.

“This was an initial primary concern of many CIOs and agency executives,” the guidance states. “In response, we created the CIO assignment plan to allow the CIO to assign, in a rules-based manner, certain responsibilities to other people in their department. This keeps the accountability with the CIO but allows each agency to realistically meet the law’s requirements while minimizing the chance for bottlenecks.”

Under FITARA, the agency CIO is now in charge of hiring component IT leaders, whether they are called CIOs or some other title. Agency-level CIOs also have a leadership role in the ongoing evaluation of technology leaders and are responsible for compiling and publishing a list of all the agency’s CIOs.

Regardless of whether BBP 3.0 or any new law has a lasting impact on the defense acquisition system, the future promises more work. Thornberry has said he has a database with more than 1,000 suggestions for acquisition reform that lawmakers will “continue to mine for years to come.”

The traditional defense base are chronic problems that have loomed over the latest round of acquisition reform. Those challenges will outlast the tenures of Kendall and Thornberry, but the men’s legacies will likely be judged on how well their policies tackled such systemic issues.

Regardless of whether BBP 3.0 or any new law has a lasting impact on the defense acquisition system, the future promises more work. Thornberry has said he has a database with more than 1,000 suggestions for acquisition reform that lawmakers will “continue to mine for years to come.”
The Obama administration’s early Office of Management and Budget initiatives and the Federal IT Acquisition Reform Act now being implemented all have been well-intentioned, but none has offered an over-arching IT strategy.

One of the main reasons that the Clinger-Cohen Act failed to rein in waste, and why all the intervening reform efforts have had only limited impact, is the absence of an enterprise organizational design for IT acquisition and management. There are guidelines, regulations and initiatives, but there is no centralized, integrated strategy supported by a corresponding organizational structure. The government has been intensely fragmented when it comes to IT acquisition.

Read in a vacuum, the pre-2015 OMB initiatives, many of which were memorialized by FITARA, are hard to criticize. Yet these well-meaning and hand-crafted initiatives have been trapped within a dysfunctional structure. The government has been intensely fragmented when it comes to IT acquisition.

The Obama administration’s early Office of Management and Budget initiatives and the Federal IT Acquisition Reform Act now being implemented have all been well-intentioned, but none has offered an over-arching IT strategy.

One of the main reasons that the Clinger-Cohen Act failed to rein in waste, and why all the intervening reform efforts have had only limited impact, is the absence of an enterprise organizational design for IT acquisition and management. There are guidelines, regulations and initiatives, but there is no centralized, integrated strategy supported by a corresponding organizational structure. The government has been intensely fragmented when it comes to IT acquisition.

Read in a vacuum, the pre-2015 OMB initiatives, many of which were memorialized by FITARA, are hard to criticize. Yet these well-meaning and hand-crafted initiatives have been trapped within a dysfunctional structure. The “25-Point Implementation Plan to Reform Federal IT Management” of 2010 was less a strategy than a tactical assault. It articulated 25 concrete steps to try to achieve particular short-term outcomes.

Likewise, 2012’s effort, “Digital Government: Building a 21st Century Platform to Better Serve the American People,” addressed the need to ensure that the systems managing public data were designed to maximize the public’s ability to use the data. Again, it was a component of a strategy, not an acquisition design.

Since Clinger-Cohen, most of the initiatives have been tantamount to designing beautiful windows and doors for a house that sits on a faulty foundation.

**Government is not really an enterprise**

At the core of the strategy vacuum is the oft-ignored reality that the government does not operate like a conventional enterprise. Rather, the government “manages” its IT like a holding company with a portfolio of many disparate assets. The current structural approach is to treat the agencies as independent entities with the ability to determine their own IT paths, guided by maxims such as “cloud first” and coupled with oversight at the budgetary level from OMB.

That approach lacks cohesion and inhibits the ability to develop and exploit best practices. It has been an ad hoc structure devoid of an enterprise strategy. The fragmentation also hinders the ability to develop valued expertise or deploy any of the various continuous improvement methodologies that have been so useful for the private sector.

The less-than-stellar results we’ve
At the core of the strategy vacuum is the oft-ignored reality that the government does not operate like a conventional enterprise. Rather, the government “manages” its IT like a holding company with a portfolio of many disparate assets.

Michael Garland is a former vice president at BearingPoint Technology Procurement Services and senior vice president at Siemens Enterprise Communications, and is currently under contract with the federal government supporting IT acquisition modernization. This essay is excerpted from “Reforming IT Acquisition Reform,” Garland’s thesis for a master of laws degree in government procurement at George Washington University Law School.
Federal Agencies, Cautiously, Target IT Shared Services

Shared services, in which organizations get common business and office services from a third party provider, has been a regular private sector and state and local government practice for years. The federal government has languished in its use of shared services, but the push is on to change that.

Beginning with the Federal IT Shared Services Strategy, released by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) in May 2012, agency chief information officers are now expected to follow a “Shared First” approach to IT service delivery. Next generation shared services are one of the essential tools agencies will need “to successfully accomplish their missions in the face of tight resources and rising customer needs,” then federal CIO Steven VanRoekel said when the strategy was published.

That’s not debated, and there are clear signs that the move to shared services is accelerating throughout government. How to get there without disrupting agency functions, however, is still a concern.

A recent survey of agency chief financial officers by the Partnership for Public Service found that many have implemented select shared services initiatives, but “are not viewing widespread implementation as their priority, due in part to past experiences with shared services and the challenges of sustaining long-term transformation efforts.”

The Shared Services Strategy outlines three general categories of IT intra-agency shared services, to be delivered by designated agency providers:

- Commodity, such as web site and content management, infrastructure and asset management, and email, help desk and collaboration.
- Support, such as records, human resources and financial management.
- Mission, such as performance management, geospatial IT, and federal health architecture.

As well as a direct savings in IT costs and the people needed to provide these kind of services in-house, the Shared First approach is designed to support the OMB’s PortfolioStat process, an annual evidence-based review of an agency’s IT investment that aims to identify those that are not “well aligned” with agency missions or business functions, and can be cut back to free up funds for other purposes. It also leverages the use of strategic sourcing to help agencies get the lowest prices possible for their IT.

In May 2014, four agencies—Agriculture’s National Finance Center, Interior’s Interior Business Center, Transportation’s Enterprise Services Center and Treasury’s Administrative Resource Center—were named as Federal Shared Service Providers (FSSPs) for core accounting and other purposes. Agencies are expected to consider these providers when looking for these shared services, before looking to other providers.

One of the Shared First vision has been relatively easy to implement. Many agencies have already moved to such things as Google Apps for email, for example, and, increasingly, electronic archiving, records management, help desk and collaboration functions are outsourced to service providers.

Other parts need more help to put in place. In March 2013, the OMB issued a memo directing federal agencies “with limited exceptions” to use a shared service for future modernization of their core accounting and financial systems. The Treasury Department was given the job of evaluating how well agency proposals met this guidance, and to work with agencies and service providers to improve the way those financial services are delivered.

Moving the more complex agency functions to shared services has shown mixed success. In March 2015, for example, Health and Human Services (HHS) said it was halting the planned 2016 move of its human resources services to the Agriculture Department’s National Finance Center because of technical complexities and other issues. It might instead opt to go with a private sector services provider.

Ned Holland, assistant secretary for administration at HHS, said at a conference hosted by the Partnership for Public Service that a part of the problem with FSSPs was that they didn’t have the funding to make the kind of
improvements, such as software upgrades, needed to meet their customers’ requirements. Under federal rules, they can’t spend money until they have a signed contract in hand.

In its survey of federal CFOs, the partnership also identified other reasons why agencies are cautious about wholesale use of shared services. They hesitate to transition vital agency functions without a clearer idea of the cost benefits, for example, as well as the need for more information about the performance of FSSPs. For that matter, many of the CFOs said they needed a clear idea about their agency’s own performance and costs in order to build a business case for the move. Strategic workforce planning should also be integrated into decision-making on shared services.

In an October 2014 study by the Association of Government Accountants (AGA), two-thirds of the government executives surveyed said they have concerns about the quality of shared services offered, while one-third eyed loss of control and cost management. Nevertheless, the AGA said, “Slightly more (were) confident than not that the move to shared service providers would make agency and government-wide operations more efficient.”

Some agencies are already building expertise on shared services. HHS has a goal to “maximize the economic, architectural and operational value” of its shared services across the department and elsewhere, through the more than 50 services and products it offers. Likewise, the Treasury offers a range of services to both internal and external customers through its Shared Services Program, similar to those offered by its companion FSSPs.

Other agencies have for some time offered shared services closely tied to their core expertise. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), for example, provides weather data and models to other agencies and to the private sector. The Veterans Administration shares medical information services to the Defense Department, and is looking at how to expand shared services internally to help with its own business processes.

As one of the short-term goals for shared services, OMB said it will explore opportunities to actively expand the Shared First mandate beyond financial services to other administrative functions, and also more closely engage the larger government departments to see if they can share their internal shared services.

In an interview with Federal News Radio, OMB Controller Dave Mader said he expected between six and 10 agencies to move to shared service providers over the next three years. The question now is if the four FSSPs will be able to meet that demand, or if a commercial provider also needs to be added to the list.

“That analysis we are undertaking this fiscal year,” he said.

As a part of that, the OMB lists a number of things as critical for the success of any agency implementation of shared services, including “robust connectivity and agile cloud computing” as the primary technical elements. Along with that go such things as business process re-engineering, cultural change to overcome “loss of control” issues, and a buy-in by agency executives.

The federal CIO Council expanded on that a year later, with the Federal Shared Services Implementation Guide. It made executive commitment the first requirement since, without that, “identifying agency areas that make the most sense for migration to shared services, and facilitating those migrations, along with the organizational changes that accompany them, will be prohibitively difficult.”

That’s backed by the results of several recent surveys of agency chief financial officers and IT managers that put much of the blame for a slow adoption of IT shared services in government on executives’ reluctance to buy in to the shared services business case.

Beyond that, agency enterprise architectures will provide the structure needed to identify the Shared First approach that needs to be taken, along with a three-to-five-years

A Quick Guide to Implementing Shared Services

government organizations that want to implement IT shared services need to consider a range of issues, both technological and cultural, including a way for potential users to size up competing service offerings from providers.

The OMB’s Federal Information Technology Shared Services Strategy, published in May 2012, is the basis for the government’s current push to expand the use of shared services in agencies, as a way to both cut the costs of IT acquisition and improve the effectiveness of IT.
list of targets for shared services and, importantly, what areas are not viable candidates for shared services.

The council lists a step-by-step approach that agencies can take to implement shared services:

• Inventory, benchmark and assess current internal functions and services.
• Identify potential shared service providers.
• Analyze legacy services to shared service providers.
• Make a go/no go decision on whether to implement shared services.
• Fund the services.
• Negotiate inter-agency and service level agreements.

Agencies assess providers based on past performance, and ensure their compatibility with current agency systems.

It recommended a series of actions government can take to build that marketplace:

• Decide post-deployment operations and management.

More recently, the Partnership for Public Service, which conducts various workshops on shared services throughout the year to get input from both government and private sector sources, said it discovered a “lack of a transparent and competitive shared services marketplace” that would let agencies assess providers based on past performance, and ensure their compatibility with current agency systems.

It recommended a series of actions government can take to build that marketplace:

• Conduct an assessment of current costs and performance of management activities to assess what the benefits would be of moving to shared services, and to provide key metrics for that.
• Reduce the risks for agencies moving to shared service providers by interoperability standards for similar service areas.
• Adopt joint performance standards for providers and customers to ensure both parties are meeting their obligations in a migration services.
• Create a centralized government-wide catalog or database of available shared services.

This will require the participation of multiple players, including the OMB, the General Services Administration, Congress, federal shared service providers, customer federal agencies and the private sector, the partnership said.
From Kuwait to Honolulu, the war with Islamic State militants is changing how the U.S. military communicates

By Sean Lyngaas
In bombing the Islamic State group beginning last August, the Pentagon turned to a familiar method with an unfamiliar underpinning. The U.S. military once again employed its vaunted air power, but effectively communicating across the services and with allied countries required an entirely new infrastructure.

It had been a few years since the military withdrew from Iraq and took with it the communications networks that supported fighting there. Enter Brig. Gen. Garrett Yee, who arrived at the Army’s 335th Signal Command post in Kuwait last May to what he described as a “Sleepy Hollow” atmosphere in which the main focus was withdrawing equipment from Afghanistan.

“We used to have quite the network [in Iraq], and when we left in 2011, we took it all with us,” he told FCW.

The 2007 surge in Iraq, which ramped up the number of U.S. troops there to about 170,000, was accompanied by a surge in communications infrastructure. The U.S. military laid miles of fiber-optic lines in Iraq and used a variety of methods to communicate among bases and troops, said Bob Stasio, who led an Army signals intelligence platoon in Iraq at the time.

The priority that commanders placed on turning the war around empowered field officers to request a range of communications equipment that might help the cause, Stasio said. His unit, for example, was one of the first to use Forward Battle Communication Command and Control Systems, which he described as a “localized network that ran on terrestrial point-to-point radio communications.” His platoon could track Stryker vehicles using GPS and send voice and digital dispatches to the vehicles.

But much of that equipment had been stripped away. “When we left Iraq, we left hook, line and sinker,” said Stasio, who is now a fellow at the Truman National Security Project. “We didn’t keep those [forward operating bases]. We gave them to the Iraqis, so we pretty much took all that stuff with us or left it there. And [what we did leave,] probably ISIS owns most of it now.”

To get the military’s communications up and running again in Iraq in the past year, Yee and his team initially relied on the U.S. embassy’s communications infrastructure but almost immediately outgrew it. The next step for Yee, who is commanding general of the 335th Signal Command, was to set up satellite terminals in cities such as Baghdad, the Kurdish capital of Erbil and Taji, where U.S. military advisers have trained Iraqis to fight the Islamic State group.

Like adding an app

The satellite terminals that connected U.S. military personnel to other bases throughout the world were but a stepping-stone for Yee. Another tool provided much more bandwidth and security and allowed the military to make the jump from tactical to strategic communications, he said.
Defense

“What we don’t want to do is create more of a burden on our allies and partners to have to stand up multiple networks and network infrastructure in order to be able to communicate with different segments of the U.S. Defense Department.”

— REAR ADM. NANCY NORTON

That tool is known as a Technical Control Facility in a Box. The apparatus consists of a few dozen transit cases that each hold a router and a core switch, and it takes about a day to assemble. TCFB allows for secure emailing and file sharing among network users. In the past year, Yee has made four trips to Iraq to get the communications network up and running, with the goal of having several U.S. allies using the system in the next few months.

The U.S. military is developing similar networks elsewhere in the world, Yee said, but today’s air strikes on the Islamic State group, much like the 2007 surge in Afghanistan, are making better communications in the region a priority. The anti-Islamic State coalition is providing an impetus “to move this effort along more aggressively,” he said. “As it matures, it will be easier to use, [and] we’ll have more services available to it.” He compared that incremental progress to adding applications to an iPhone.

This is the U.S. military’s third attempt to set up a coalition communications network in either Iraq or Afghanistan, Yee added. In 2006, the Defense Department used a system called Centrix that was supposed to enable communication with allies in Iraq via a classified network, but “it just became another computer box” because it was ineffective, he said.

TCFB could represent a turning point, though. “If we get this right, then hopefully this can help enable us to have a DOD-wide solution,” he said. The project has the backing of Brig. Gen. Peter Gallagher, director of Central Command, with whom Yee said he has worked closely.

Stasio said one of the lessons he drew from his experiences in Iraq was not prescribing a “one-size-fits-all solution” to tactical communication needs on the battlefield. Yee seems to be applying that lesson through TCFB.

The Asia IT pivot

While Yee was setting up telecom-in-a-box capabilities in Iraq, his colleagues halfway around the world were working on a broader project. Their goal was to communicate quickly and discreetly across the vast Pacific Command, which stretches from the U.S. West Coast to India.

Military communications in the Pacific are not as structured as they are in, say, continental Europe, which is defined by NATO networks, said Rear Adm. Nancy Norton, who until March was the Pacific Command’s director of command, control, communications and cyber. A humanitarian assistance operation in Southeast Asia, for example, might entail an ad hoc group of countries working together on a project for which there is no preexisting communications protocol, she added.

“Our networks don’t have the ability to flex that well and that quickly, and our approval processes aren’t currently set up to be able to support that very quickly,” Norton told FCW.

She said she was concerned that the ad hoc nature of Pacific Command communications could hinder the way countries such as Australia took part in the fight against the Islamic State group. “What we don’t want to do is create more of a burden on our allies and partners to have to stand up multiple networks and network infrastructure in order to be able to communicate with different segments of the U.S. Defense Department,” she said.

And so Norton turned to something called the Joint Capability Technology Demonstration to tackle the Pacific Command’s communications riddle. JCTD is a common network divided into “virtual enclaves” that offer participants separate secure channels of communication. The network architecture can be assembled quickly and is well suited to the ad hoc coalitions Washington works with in the Asia-Pacific theater, according to Norton.

As with Yee’s telecom-in-a-box, Central Command has expressed strong interest in the communication tool Norton implemented. That’s because “the long-term Afghan mission network that we had in support of Afghanistan isn’t what we now need” for the fight against the Islamic State group, she said.

And like Yee’s work, JCTD could outlast a war against the Islamic State that U.S. commanders have said might take years. Norton said the network architecture is “becoming the foundation for the Joint Information Environment...that all of the combatant commands across the world are working toward because we all have similar requirements for this.”

Thus, the war against ISIS is helping drive JIE, a DOD-wide IT initiative that has been largely abstract until now. If the projects initiated by Yee and Norton are any guide, the future of military communications will be defined by nimble, ad hoc methods capable of being quickly packed up and sent to the next conflict, thousands of miles away. And commanders will be able to see very quickly just how much these new unified communications systems can help troops in the field. ■
Are agencies really ready for the Internet of Things?

From storage to security, the risks are significant — but ignoring the IoT is not an option

BY ZACH NOBLE

It’s a hydra-headed opportunity and test — and it’s not something agencies can afford to ignore.

The much-hyped Internet of Things (IoT) is exponentially more risky, rewarding and challenging than yesterday’s tech arrangements. Increasingly connected, sensor-laden and data-driven systems are poised to change everything from national security to office-space management. But they generate more data and complexity than many agencies are comfortable managing, which means serious changes are on the horizon.

Cisco Systems predicts the IoT will generate $4.6 trillion for the public sector before 2025, in value added and costs saved. And although the General Services Administration has not yet come close to those sorts of returns, the agency — which manages nearly 10,000 government-owned buildings around the country — has pioneered IoT building management with its GSAlink initiative.

Collecting 29 million data points per day from myriad sensors throughout its buildings, GSA is able to monitor everything from light use to humidity, enabling the agency to boost productivity and promote good health by optimizing conditions when workers are present and saving on energy costs when they’re not.

Other big adopters include the intelligence community and the Defense Department. Warfighters can benefit from sensors that improve their tactical awareness, while vitals monitors can help commanders know who’s healthy or injured. “I do see the Defense Department out in front [of IoT],” said Gary Hall, chief technology officer for Federal Defense at Cisco.

Hall added that there is plenty of room for crossover. Municipal experiments with smart lighting or parking, for instance, could inform similar adoption on agency campuses or military bases. “I’ve been on a lot of military bases, and the parking situation could certainly be improved,” he quipped.

At its core, the IoT consists of Internet-connected objects — such as computers, thermostats or simple sensors that ping a single data point — and the networks to which they’re connected.

The term “Internet of Things” refers to the physical elements of a connected network — the “things” — while the term “Internet of Everything” is used to refer to the whole shebang: servers, sensors, data flows between them, people interpreting the data and even people talking to other people about the system.

And as with all seismic shifts, the people will wind up mattering just as much as the tech.
Humans can’t deal with the volume

With massive scope comes management trouble. The IoT’s hurdles revolve around the problem of too much: too much data, too many new security holes to plug and too much guidance, not all of it useful.

Even simple storage becomes an issue. The number of connected “things” is expected to balloon from around 16 billion today to 50 billion by 2020, with skyrocketing data generation spurring a need for a 750 percent expansion in data center capacity.

Hall pointed to the problem of “big, large data” because both the overall volume and the size of individual files have exploded. That creates a need for pre-processing with machines rather than people.

“Humans can’t deal with the volume of data we’re producing,” Hall said.

The security risks are also enormous.

Each Internet-connected object could theoretically become a point of entry for hackers. At a conference in April, Martin Scott, general manager of Rambus’ Cryptography Research Division, cited IDC estimates that within two years, 90 percent of all IT networks will face an IoT-based security breach.

Ron Ross, a fellow in the National Institute of Standards and Technology’s Computer Security Division, recently labeled the IoT practically indefensible.

“As we see continued innovations in information technology and that technology is increasingly connected through wireless networks in things like cell phones, cars and appliances, we get a simultaneous increase in complexity,” Ross told FCW. “That means an increase in the potential ‘attack surface’ that is now an inherent part of that IT infrastructure, giving adversaries more opportunities to penetrate and compromise our IT systems and cause problems.”

Several experts pointed to the 2013 Target breach as the classic example of that broad attack surface being exploited. Security credentials stolen from a heating, ventilation and air conditioning contractor hired to remotely monitor stores’ energy use gave hackers access to Target’s point-of-sale systems and credit card information.

Official instructions are of limited help. Ross said agencies are “drowning in guidance,” yet clear, actionable guidelines for IoT adoption are still scarce. To remedy the situation, NIST’s Cyber-Physical Systems Working Group is developing guidance to lead agencies through the process of creating resilient systems.

Securing networks, handling data

The consensus among IoT experts is that agencies cannot avoid the issue any longer, and those that have not started planning IoT implementations are behind the curve.

“This is the next big disruption. It’s important that we aren’t so afraid of the fear of attack that we don’t realize the value.”

GARY HALL, CISCO

Awareness is crucial. It’s important to know what’s on your network and how it’s supposed to behave before any attack occurs, said Peter Romness, a business development manager at Cisco, at a recent GovLoop seminar.

“If a sensor that’s supposed to relay temperature and humidity starts to take information from your network, that’s a warning sign,” he said.

But he added that there is no “silver bullet” defense, so agencies must prepare to both prevent attacks and manage inevitable intrusions.

“It’s not a question of if you’re going to get hacked, it’s a matter of when,” he said. Even before the number of connected devices explodes, “you probably already have some malware in your network.”

Hall advocated protection at the data level and putting advanced encryption on devices. Adopting a coherent plan for normalizing data is also essential.

“When you’re dealing with different systems, different vendors, in different buildings, getting them to talk together was a challenge,” said GSA spokesman Matthew Burrell. “As the blury line between industrial systems and IT systems becomes more clear, we are finding that it is critically important to work with industry to homogenize the data so that one system’s data stream and reporting capability is the same as the next.”

Prepping employees for the change is also crucial, he added. “Don’t wait till the end to deal with the people.”

Yet despite all the challenges, the IoT is a wealth of transformative potential.

“The biggest lesson has been that this is not just a technology tool, this is a technology ‘way of doing business,’” Burrell said. “It affects process, workflow, training and even vendor contracts.”

“This is the next big disruption,” Hall said. “It’s important that we aren’t so afraid of the fear of attack that we don’t realize the value.”

For agencies that haven’t yet embraced the IoT, he added, “it’s not something they can avoid.”
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What comes next for FITARA implementation

If you move fast, you might still be able to submit your feedback on the Office of Management and Budget’s draft implementation guidance for the Federal IT Acquisition Reform Act (see Page 22). Barring major revisions, here’s what happens now:

**MAY 30**
- All public feedback is due. Email fitara@cio.gov or go to GitHub — and hurry!

**JUNE 1**
- The clock starts ticking on high-risk IT projects. Any project with a “red” IT Dashboard rating for three consecutive months faces a mandatory TechStat review.

**JUNE 30**
- OMB has promised final guidance “in the coming weeks.”

**JUNE ??**
- The President’s Management Council will name a team to provide quarterly updates on governmentwide implementation of FITARA.

**JUNE 30**
- Within 30 days of OMB accepting an agency’s plan, it must be posted publicly at [agency name].gov/digitalstrategy.

**AUG. 15**
- Agencies* must submit their CIO assignment plans to OMB explaining how they will meet OMB’s common baseline for IT management.

**SEPT. 30 (APPROX.)**
- OMB will publish updated guidance for the Federal Data Center Consolidation Initiative by the end of this fiscal year.

**SEPT. 30**
- Agencies must review progress toward meeting the common baseline and adjust implementation plans accordingly.

**APRIL 30 2016**
- OMB will publish updated guidance for the Federal Data Center Consolidation Initiative by the end of this fiscal year.

*FITARA covers Chief Financial Officers Act agencies. The Defense Department and the intelligence community are subject to certain portions of the law and are required to meet with OMB within 60 days of the final guidance’s release to discuss their implementation strategies.

Source: OMB’s draft implementation guidance for FITARA, available at management.cio.gov
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